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We consider the biological, chemical and mechanical factors that dictate the
shapes of growing tumor spheroids. In our pulished experiments MB-MDA-
231 tumors growing in agarose gel cultures demonstrate a very strong tendency
to break symmetry and grow into ellipsoidal shapes. We investigate this
symmetry-breaking for the clues that it may yield on the interaction of biolog-
ical, chemical and mechanical conditions that control tumor growth. We use
confocal microscopy to monitor the tumor shapes, and histology to record
the internal distribution of live and dead cells. Additionally, we impose me-
chanical interventions by controlling the agarose gel stiffness and imposing ex-
ternal tractions on the growing tumors. These studies suggest the following
alternatives for tumor shape symmetry breaking: (a) The rise of a population
of cancer stem cells, distinct from the non-stem cells, which proliferate faster
and out-compete the latter for glucose and oxygen. (b) Lower rates of stress-
induced cell death along micrscopic planes of greater mechanical compliance
in the agarose gel. (c) Stress-driven cell migration to positions of lower stress
along the tumor surface. We explore these scenarios with a multi-physics con-
tinuum model that treats cell proliferation, death and migration, glucose and
oxygen transport and consumption, and nonlinear mechanics of the growing tu-
mor. On the basis of our own experiments as well as others in the literature, we
include interaction source and sink terms that introduce complex, nonlinear
coupling between these phenomena. We find that the interfacial tension of
the tumor-gel interface plays an important role in all the above scenarios.
The numerical issues that arise in carrying out large scale computations are dis-
cussed. This work is set in the context of our published work on a broader effort
to delineate the free energy changes that accompany the growth of a cancerous
tumor.
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Single Particle Tracking (SPT) over extended time periods is often performed
using quantum dots (QDs); however, the fluorescence intermittency of QDs
means that particles may not be observed for some period of time during the
acquisition. This blinking complicates the construction of trajectories from
the found positions. One elegant method for constructing trajectories from co-
ordinates is to implement a ‘Cost Matrix’, whose elements contain costs for
‘birth’, ‘death’, and ‘linking’ of trajectories [1]. The optimization is framed
as a linear assignment problem, which is solved using existing numerical
methods. We advance this approach by making a statistically rigorous calcula-
tion of the cost matrix such that each element in the cost matrix is the negative
log-probability of the observation.We show how to include the effect of bound-
aries and how to include any additional information that can identify particles
(such as spectral features). We also show how to include various blinking
models such as for fluorescent probes that can be photo-activated, that blink
and that bleach. We show results from simulations as well as experimental
data from tracking QDs, dyes bound to fluorogen activating peptides, and
photo-activated probes.
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Recent molecular dynamics simulations and experimental observations have
shown that the dynamics of single-molecule protein can be described with
hopping among energy basins caused by backbone motions and side-chain re-
lated processes. We formalize the dynamic evolution by combining a stochas-
tic approach with a Lindblad equation. In our model, the open quantum
system is comprised of the active center and an environment relating to the
protein matrix. The effects of the protein matrix are separated into two cate-
gories: fast fluctuations with frequencies higher than the dynamics of the ac-tive center, and slow modulations that allow the active center to respond
adiabatically. We describe the response of the active center to the fast envi-
ronmental fluctuations with a memory kernel. The active center responds to
the slow modulations with a dynamical evolution on an energy landscape,
which can be properly described by a series of stochastic transition matrices.
We applied this method to analyze the photon emission from photoactivated
fluorescent protein KFP1 in viewing that the light emission behavior of KFP1
is highly sensitive to the hydrogen bonding between its chromophores and the
neighboring amino acid groups. We found the conformation fluctuation of
KFP1 can vary the hydrogen bonding, thus encodes the energy-landscape evo-
lution of the chromophore into the photon emission traces. By dynamically
adjusting the trapping strength and the number of traps locating between
two basins on the energy landscape, the conformation fluctuation can vary
the photon emission behavior of KFP1. The distribution of the trapping
strength exhibits two peaks with one near the thermal energy and the other
higher than the thermal energy by a factor of 1.8. Conformational changes
of AK1 undergo mutual adjustment process responded to thermal-driven
modulation.
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Dynamic clamp or conductance injection is an electrophysiological method
that uses a real-time interface between living cells and a computer to simulate
conductance changes in the membrane. To date, the numerical integration
methods used for this purpose have been explicit. These methods have an up-
per bound for the length of the step size when the method becomes numerically
unstable. This becomes a practical problem particularly when injecting fast
voltage-dependent conductances. Here, we improve the numerical integration
of the equations underlying such conductances by implementing an implicit
method (Iserles & Norsett, IMA J. Num. Anal. 10:463, 1990), suited for stiff
equations. Specifically, this is an A- and L-stable diagonal implicit Runge-
Kutta method, which can exploit information about the membrane potential
sampled at subintervals of the current update period, which we demonstrate
can greatly improve the accuracy and stability of the injected conductance.
Furthermore, the integration method let us implement real-time error
monitoring.
We have built our implementation of this on the QNX microkernel real-time
operating system, widely used for high-speed mission-critical real-time appli-
cations in industry. Its flexibility and reliability in timing, interrupt control
and processor scheduling in multiprocessor systems, and its microkernel ar-
chitecture (which frees up more CPU time than other comparable systems for
running the model), make it an ideal platform for more complex integration
methods such as the one we describe. The here offered prospect of an im-
proved accuracy and stability of the conductance injection technique, opens
up for analyzing membranes with faster channels than was previously
possible.
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Single-molecule Forster Resonance Energy Transfer (smFRET) experiments
provide time-series data offering insight into biomolecular structure and dy-
namics. Extracting insight and dissecting mechanism, however, are not trivial,
particularly when smFRET is extended to complex systems involving multiple
molecular components or FRET pairs. Hidden Markov models (HMMs) pro-
vide a powerful and extendable framework to address molecular function
and structure. Here, we demonstrate an extension of HMM-based inference
called ’Regime-Changing HMM’ exploiting alternating laser excitation
(ALEx) spectroscopy, and we test its limitations using simulated data and pre-
viously reported switchable FRET data involving complex stoichiometries. We
further compare regime-changing HMM to previously described statistical
